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The Dynamic Nature of Meaning I

Language is inherently ambiguous

Words have different meanings (or senses), e.g. mouse

animal shy person computing device

... and the relevant sense depends on the context or situation
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The dynamic Nature of Meaning II

Language is a dynamic system

The meaning of words is constantly shaped by users and their

environment

Meaning changes smoothly (in written language, across societies)
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The distributional Hypothesis

“You shall know a word by the company it keeps.”

John R. Firth (1957)

“The meaning of a word is its use in the language.”

Ludwig Wittgenstein (1953)
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The distributional Hypothesis

Distributional Semantics: Take large collections of texts and

look at the contexts in which a target word occurs

left context target right context

finance director used the mouse and expanded a window

nose twitching like a mouse ’s , but Douggie ’s

There ’s been a mouse in the pantry , ” she said

using the mouse , and learning how to type

She can see the mouse rolling that pearl to its hole

She was quiet as a mouse most of the time 2000

· · · · · · · · ·

→ characterize senses and their prevalence
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nose tail

roll cheese cat

hole

keyboard expand

file open klick

computer

quiet

shy still

timid

→ characterize senses and their prevalence
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The distributional Hypothesis

Distributional Semantics: Take large collections of texts and

look at the contexts in which a target word occurs

left context target right context year

What teaches the little to hide , with its glimmering 1823

you couldn’t hide a here without its being 1849

Laura thinks she sees a , an’ she trembles an’ she 1915

caused cancer in a or a hamster 1972

she ’s such a quiet little and everyone ’s in love 1982

finance director used the and expanded a window 2000

nose twitching like a ’s , but Douggie ’s 2000

She was quiet as a most of the time 2000

using the , and learning how to type 2000

she clicked the until her fingers tingled 2008

→ characterize senses and their prevalence over time
6 / 23



Motivation

We want to understand, model, and predict word meaning

change at scale

Why is this an important problem?

• aid historical sociolinguistic research

• improve historical text mining and information retrieval

• aid onthology construction / updating

Can we build task-agnostic models?

• learn time-specific meaning representations which

• are interpretable and

• are useful across tasks
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Data



DATE – A DiAchronic TExt Corpus

We use three historical corpora

Why not Google Books? → only provides up to 5-grams.
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DATE – A DiAchronic TExt Corpus

Data Preprocessing

1. Text Processing

original → she clicked the mouse, until her fingers tickled.

tokenize → she clicked the mouse , until her fingers tickled .

lemmatize → she click the mouse , until she finger tickle .

remove stopwords → click mouse finger tickle

POS-tag → clickV mouseN fingerN tickleV

2. Cluster texts from 3 corpora by year of publication

→ Create target word-specific training corpora
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DATE – A DiAchronic TExt Corpus

Target word-specific training corpora

All mentions of target word with context of ± 5 surrounding words

tagged with year of origin

text snippet year

fortitude time woman shrieks mouse rat capable poisoning husband 1749

rabbit lived hole small grey mouse made nest pocket coat 1915

ralph nervous hand twitch computer mouse keyboard pull image file online 1998

scooted chair clicking button wireless mouse hibernate computer stealthy exit 2009

· · ·
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Scan: A Dynamic Model of Sense change



Model Input and Assumptions

• target word-specific corpus

text snippet year

fortitude time woman shrieks mouse rat capable poisoning husband 1749

rabbit lived hole small grey mouse made nest pocket coat 1915

ralph nervous hand twitch computer mouse keyboard pull image file online 1998

scooted chair clicking button wireless mouse hibernate computer stealthy exit 2009

· · ·

• number of word senses (K )

• granularity of temporal intervals (∆T )

(e.g., a year, decade, or century)
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Model Overview

A Bayesian and knowledge-lean model of meaning change of

individual words (e.g., “mouse”)
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Model Description: Generative Story

1. Extent of meaning change
Generate temporal sense flexibility parameter

κφ ∼ Gamma(a, b)

2. Time-specific representations
Generate sense distributions φt

Generate sense-word distributions ψk,t

3. Text generation given time t
Generate sense z ∼ Mult(φt)

Generate context words wi ∼ Mult(ψt,k=z)
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Model Description: Generative Story
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Scan: The Prior

First-order random walk model

intrinsic Gaussian Markov Random Field (Rue, 2005; Mimno, 2009)

φ1 φt−1 φt φt+1 φT

draw local changes from a normal distribution

mean temporally neighboring parameters

variance meaning flexibility parameter κφ
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Learning

Blocked Gibbs sampling

Details in Frermann and Lapata (2016)
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Related work

Word meaning change

Gulordava (2011), Popescu (2013), Kim (2014) , Kulkarni (2015)

7 word-level meaning

7 two time intervals

7 representations are independent

3 knowledge-lean

Graph-based tracking of word sense change

Mitra (2014, 2015)

3 sense-level meaning

3 multiple time intervals

7 representations are independent

7 knowledge-heavy
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Evaluation



Evaluation: Overview

7 no gold standard test set or benchmark corpora

7 small-scale evaluation with hand-picked test examples

DATE: Diachronic text Corpus (years 1710 – 2010)

1. Coha Corpus (Davies, 2010)

2. SemEval DTE Task Training Data (Popescu, 2015)

3. parts of the CLMET3.0 corpus (Diller, 2011)
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Evaluation: Overview

7 no gold standard test set or benchmark corpora

7 small-scale evaluation with hand-picked test examples

We evaluate on various previously proposed tasks and metrics

1. qualitative evaluation

2. perceived word novelty (Gulordava, 2011)

3. temporal text classification SemEval DTE (Popescu, 2015)
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1. Qualitative Evaluation

1700 1740 1780 1820 1860 1900 1940 1980

battery

wire battery current electric plate power cell electricity

light power battery run charge hour life

 

gun artillery battery infantry regiment cavalry fire

fire gun enemy fort shore time position shell
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1. Qualitative Evaluation

1700 1740 1780 1820 1860 1900 1940 1980

power

power time company water force line electric plant day run

 

power country government nation war increase world political people europe

 

mind power time life friend woman nature love world reason

love power life time woman heart god tell little day
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1. Qualitative Evaluation

1780 2010time

p
(w

|k
,t
)

water water company company power power company power power power nuclear
power force power water company company power company plant nuclear power
line company time power force force force plant nuclear plant plant
time power force force water time plant electric electric time utility
force line water time electric water water time time company company

company time steam day day plant day force company utility time
run steam electric line time day time day run run people

electric day run steam steam electric electric run utility electric energy
steam electric day purchase line steam run water day cost cost
day run plant run plant run line people force people run
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2. Human-perceived Word Meaning Change (Gulordava (2011))

Task: Rank 100 target words by meaning change.

How much did


baseball

network

...

change between the 1960s and the 1990s?

4-point scale 0: no change ... 3: significant change
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2. Human-perceived Word Meaning Change (Gulordava (2011))

Task: Rank 100 target words by meaning change.

How much did


baseball

network

...

change between the 1960s and the 1990s?

4-point scale 0: no change ... 3: significant change

most changed target words according to SCAN

environmental supra note law protection id agency impact policy factor

virtual reality virtual computer center experience week community

disk hard disk drive program computer file store ram business

users computer window information software system wireless drive

web building available
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3. Diachronic Text Evaluation (DTE) (SemEval, 2015)

Task: predict the time frame of origin of a given text snippet

President de Gaulle favors an independent European nuclear

striking force [...] (1962)

Prediction granularity

fine 2-year intervals {1700–1702, ..., 1961–1963, ..., 2012–2014}
medium 6-year intervals {1699–1706, ..., 1959–1965, ..., 2008–2014}
coarse 12-year intervals {1696–1708, ..., 1956–1968, ..., 2008–2020}
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3. Diachronic Text Evaluation (DTE) (SemEval, 2015)

Scan temporal word representations

• 883 nouns and verbs from the DTE development dataset

• ∆T = 5 years

• K = 8 senses

→ predict time of a test snippet using Scan representations
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3. Diachronic Text Evaluation (DTE) (SemEval, 2015)

fine medium coarse

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
ac
cu
ra
cy

Random baseline Scan-not Scan

IXA AMBRA

accuracy: precision measure discounted by distance from true

time
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Conclusions

A dynamic Bayesian model of diachronic meaning change

3 sense-level meaning change

3 arbitrary time spans and intervals

3 knowledge lean

3 explicit model of smooth temporal dynamics

Our work opens up avenues for a variety of applications

• aiding historical text mining or QA

• building and updating onthologies

• modeling short term opinion change from twitter data
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Thank you!

lea@frermann.de

www.frermann.de
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